MINUTES OF MEETING PALM GLADES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
The  reglar meeting of the  Board of Supervisors  of the  Palm Glades  Community
Development  District was  held on Tuesday,  October 8, 2019  at 6:30 p.m.
Palms by Lennar Clubhouse, 23770 SW 1151h Avenue, Miami, Florida.
at
the
Silver
Present and constituting a quorum were:
Mauricio Pelaez Edwin Lugo
Jesus (Jay) Vazquez Bryant Xavier
Chairman
Vice Chairman Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary
Also present were:
Juliana Duque Andressa  Navarette Nick Krittel
Scott Cochran Lourdes Azcry
District Manager GMS
KW Property Management District Counsel
Tutor
Segment I:
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
Ms.  Duque  called  the  meeting
Roll Call and Pledge of Allegiance
to  order  at  6:36  p.m.  and  called  the  roll.  All
Supervisors were present with the exception of Ms. Saluja. The Pledge of Allegiance was
recited.
SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS
Approval
of
Minutes
of	the
September 10, 2019 Meeting
Ms. Duque: This is the time to make any corrections, additions or deletions to the minutes of the September 10, 2019 meeting. If there are none, a motion to approve would be in order.
Mr. Lugo: They are still confusing our names.
Mr. Pelaez: At least we are seeing our names with motions, so Ithink we are good.
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS
Consideration of Proposal from All Star Electrical Services,  Inc. for Courtyard Lights
Ms. Duque: I would  like to move this item for the workshop  so we can have a full
discussion.
FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Ratification of Termination Letter Regarding Agreement with Eco Blue Aquatic Systems, Inc.
Ms. Duque: This is following direction  provided by the Board at our last meeting.
The termination  letter was  sent.  It's attached  to the  agenda for your  information,
motion to ratify would be in in order.
so
a
Ms. Duque: At this time, we will proceed to the workshop.
Segment II: Workshop Section:
(The Board had a workshop meeting at this time to discuss the following items)
A
8.
C.
D.
Discussion of Tutoring Program Discussion of Security in the Community Discussion List Provided by the Chairman
Discussion of Any Projects and Workshop Items
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On MOTION by Mr. Pelaez seconded by Mr. Lugo with all in favor the termination letter to Eco-Blue Aquatic Services, Inc. was ratified.
On MOTION by Mr. Pelaez seconded by Mr. Lugo with all in favor the Minutes of the September 10, 2019 Meeting were approved as amended.
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Segment Ill:
FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Authorization
or
Approvals
Requiring Board Action for Items Discussed During Workshop
Ms. Duque: Returning from the workshop section, I yvill now address the items that were discussed and require Board action. The first item is the tutoring program presentation by Lourdes Azcuy. At this time, I need a motion to enter into an agreement
and authorize District Staff to draft it.
Ms. Duque: I will work with Scott to make sure all documents we need are included in the agreement.
Mr. Pelaez: I think we are good with two elementary tutors for now.
Ms. Duque: The next item is discussion of an email sent by Dante Velez regarding security within our community and the reports provided by Delta Five Security. No action is required at this point. The next item is a proposal that we received from OnStar Electric for the courtyard light poles. The Board decided to place this project on hold due to the fact that we have other projects to work on. Next is the discussion that took place regarding the basketball program. The Board decided to terminate the agreement so I will need a motion
to terminate and authorize staff to provide 30 days' notice to the vendor.
Ms. Duque: Just for the record, I would like to mention that the Board authorized me
moving  forward  with the  purchase  of  basketballs  for  the  clubhouse  to  be  used  by the members.
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On MOTION by Mr. Vazquez seconded by Mr. Xavier with all in favor providing 30 days' notice for termination of the agreement with the basketball program and authorization for District Staff to  provide a 30-day notice to the vendor was approved.
On MOTION by Mr. Vazquez seconded by Mr. Xavier with all in favor authorization for District Staff to enter into a Facility Use Agreement with Lourdes Azcuy for tutoring services was approved.
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Mr. Pelaez: Juliana, one last thing. Because the sun is setting sooner, I request that we observe the hours of the pool deck and back areas.
Ms. Duque: Correct. Once again, as it was discussed even prior to the meeting with Nick, we need to make sure that the new Clubhouse Director enforces the rules and regulations of the clubhouse, not only for the basketball program but in general. Nick will give us some information about some interviews he had already. It's important to mention that the facilities outside of the pool, are not open after dark. It's only open from sunrise to sunset. So, if that is interfering with the basketball program for those 30 days, it needs to be very clear that they cannot use the facilities after sunset. The next item is a motion for the Board to approve the proposal from Miami Pool Tech in the amount of $5,361 to replace the burnt motor with a new motor.
Mr. Pelaez: Daylight savings time is in about a month. It starts getting dark at 6:00
p.m. on November 4th.
Ms. Duque: We will make sure that's enforced by staff.
SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Staff Reports
A.
Attorney
Mr. Cochran: We have some good news. We worked with the Miami-Dade County Property Appraiser's office. As we mentioned at the last meeting, they were assessing this clubhouse parcel without giving us an exemption or a reduced valuation despite that we are a government entity. The attorney asked me to prepare a memo, so we sent them a memo and they agreed with our position and gave us a 100% exemption on our property taxes.
Mr. Xavier: Wonderful. In perpetuity?
Mr. Cochran: I'm going to follow up with him. The condition is basically the same terms we acquired the clubhouse from the developer which is to make memberships available to the public to purchase. We want essentially the same terms as community residents, so if they have an annual fee, they can pay to become annual members just like the residents of the community. As long as that doesn't change, that should be the same case. We are not required under law to file for exemption every year. I'm just going to follow-up to make sure we are not going to have to do that again.
Mr. Pelaez: Okay. Thank you.
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Mr. Cochran: There's one little piece from a Special Taxing Lighting District that Juliana is going to follow up with, but the big chunk from the county for the ad-valorem tax is gone which is good.
Mr. Pelaez: How much were they trying to get from us? Mr. Xavier: $40,000.
Ms. Duque: It was $44,000. I would like to congratulate Scott on the work he has done with the County attorney and for the opinion he provided to the county. It was amazing. So, our tax bill went from $44,000 to $4,000. I didn't realize it until Scott showed it to me. That is in reference to a Special Taxing District. We received it yesterday and I'm waiting to receive an answer on what that bill belongs to and what specific portion it's for. I will make sure that I have that and will contact Scott if I need his help again. I'm very happy.
Mr. Cochran: Other than that, at the last meeting a bunch of agreements were approved. We finished all the ones for the holiday lighting, additional security services, etc. It was a busy month.
Mr. Pelaez: Thanks for your hard work. We appreciate it.
Ms. Duque: Thank you so much, Scott.
B.
Engineer
Ms. Duque: The District Engineer had no report.
C.
Club
1)
Monthly Report
Mr. Krittel: It's been a busy month. I wanted to update you on the staffing. First, we hired a part-time Front Desk attendant to replace  Brian who  resigned  last month.  Her name is Kelsey and she started yesterday. We went through orientation, came here, and will spend all day training with Mike. She's very bright. She worked in the medical field for the Bascom Palmer Cancer Institute and is looking to go back to school. So, working part time fits her schedule perfectly. She's a great addition and highly qualified. I'm happy to see her come onboard.
Ms. Duque: I would like to add that she speaks, Spanish, English, and Creole. My
understanding is that there are a lot of residents here that only speak Creole.
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Mr. Krittel: We are excited about her joining the team. I also found a club manager, and we are very excited about that. Her name is Monica Henning. I have some resumes to share with you so you have background on her experience. She accepted the offer today. I went through a number of interviews last week. Monica has a great background. She worked for a spa and club amenity type of hospitality company for several years, other various properties, a couple of KW properties, and some District properties. They have great attention to detail and a high level of hospitality. She seems like she's going to be firm but fair with the staff. She has a  great deal of event planning experience and a Bachelor's Degree from FIU in hospitality. I'm very excited about her coming onboard. I know that we took a leap while we got Stephanie onboard and I think we are going to take another leap when we get Monica on board. So, I'm excited about that. In the meantime, I've been busy managing the clubhouse and my additional duties.
Mr. Pelaez: Thank you for stepping in. We appreciate it.
Mr. Krittel: We have had a number of repairs. Over the last month or so, at the gym, we repaired two treadmills and replaced some of the bench hands that were cracked. I have been on top of the pool service. They had some issues with the pool. This past weekend the jacuzzi was in poor shape. I am writing the pool company to get everything squared away from a service standpoint. They have been pretty responsive. They did a lot of work on the splash pad. There are some improvements that we want them to make. So, there is some work that they are going to do out there. A couple of water guns didn't work because a hose was not connected. They are going to connect it for us. Underneath the splash pad there is a netted area, they opened up that netting and cleaned it out. They are going to be adding a water line to a couple of slides that are dry right now. On dry days,
those dry spots can burn the kids, so they are going to be taking care of that as well.
2)
Ratification of Invoices from Miami Pool Tech, Inc.
Mr. Krittel: We were just informed today that the jacuzzi pump motor went down, so we will be getting a quote for that. It was never replaced. It is aging, as it's at the end of its useful life. We are going to recommend that you replace it. They also presented a quote for some surge protectors. They are looking at reducing the price.
Ms. Duque: When we  received the proposal to  repair the motor,  I was extremely
concerned,  and  I wanted  to  better  understand  what  took  place,  so  we  met  with  a
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representative from Miami Pool Tech. A couple of things took place. Number one, there were proposals that were sent for capital repairs that needed to  be done.  For  some reason, nobody took care of those at that time. From that time forward, I requested that Miami Pool Tech include me in all types of communications. I also asked them to provide a report to the clubhouse manager every time they do a visit, so we should receive a report with a status of the equipment. During that time, in talking to Mauricio and Nick, we found out that we had an issue with the equipment we have. We noticed a couple of issues with the last company. That's why you decided to change it. They are starting to bring everything up to speed. The parts and equipment used in the new facilities, is not the same equipment that was installed a long time ago. Their warranty used to be five years, depending on the motors, but now it's a one-year warranty. So, there are a lot of things that play into this. During the big storms we have had, a lot of our motors were burned, as well as smaller parts. That is what created this domino effect. They found out today, as Nick mentioned, that the motor will need to be replaced, but I spoke to Raul today and he's going to help us because he sees the burden that we have been taking for the past month. I presented to you a set of invoices that I, together with Mauricio and Nick, moved forward with because we needed it. If we didn't move forward with those replacements, we would be talking about big issues. So, we needed to  do that. I addressed a couple of these issues with the Miami-Dade County inspectors. Thank God we didn't have  inspections during that time. They will give us time to review those items to make sure that we are prepared, but nevertheless, we don't want to get into violations with Miami-Dade County. It seems like they are on top of it. I got a little concerned because when I started seeing those items and that something needed to be changed and then there was another one, it makes me think about the vendor itself. But they are being very honest and transparent in showing us the items and documenting everything with pictures. So, I can  assure  the Board that Nick and his staff are on top of it. They have had a couple of meetings already, so that gives me peace of mind. Going back to the Miami Pool Tech invoices, we installed a new pool motor. Miami Pool Tech recommended installing three new pumps because it will provide a certain type of protection, like surge protection to that equipment. The invoice that you are seeing is in the amount of $1,607.
Mr. Vazquez: They look like breakers.
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Ms. Duque: When we install them, it will protect us if we are hit by lightning. Just to remind the Board, the motor was almost $5,000. That is one of the big expenses we incurred last month. If this is something that the Board wanted to do, I request a motion. Yes, this is being used in the majority of the pools. My recommendation would be to do it because God forbid, we have any issues with those motors again.
Mr. Vazquez: This is the recommendation I made a couple of months ago, which I'm totally in favor of. My only concern with Miami Pool Tech is that they are highly inflated on the price of parts. I use them on a lot of my properties. Stephanie was seeing that as well. Every time you brought something to bid, I would price it out on the market, and we would get them to bring down their price by at least 25%. I would just caution that Miami Pool Tech's prices are highly inflated. If there's electrical work, we can always bid that out. It doesn't have to be a pool company. Most likely they are subbing it out. It is my understanding that they don't have journeymen on their payroll. Because  of  the immediacy, we are in swim season, so if you are good with it, I'm good with it. That's my feeling on the matter.
Ms. Duque: I think we can always have clubhouse staff, if that's the direction from the Board, to get different estimates or quotes from other vendors so we can compare. I think that's actually a wise way of handling this.
Mr. Xavier: Are they performing regular scheduled maintenance on all the parts and motors?
Mr. Krittel: Every day except for Sunday and Wednesday.
Mr. Vazquez: It sounds like you have to keep chasing them to perform.
Mr. Lugo: I have to chase them to clean the pool properly. I noticed that for the last couple of weeks.
Mr. Vazquez: Stephanie went through the struggle too. She was frustrated. We are a huge account for your average pool company.
Mr. Lugo: Right.
Mr. Vazquez: Maybe we are too far for them. They are in Doral. What are you using at Waterstone or Lakes by the Bay?
Ms. Duque: At Lakes by the Bay, we are using the same company that was used
here before. We  haven't  had issues over there.  I forgot the  name of the company that Waterstone uses. I think it's McGrath.
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Mr. Vazquez: They are excellent.
Ms. Duque: I believe they are going to start using that company on another District, which is South Kendall. I heard amazing things about them, but never worked with them.
Mr. Pelaez: Why don't you meet with them?
Mr. Vazquez: We probably should. I worked with them for years; decades actually. Mr. Pelaez: It doesn't hurt.
Mr. Vazquez: Maybe we need someone local to give us more importance. I want to feel like we are important to them.
Mr. Lugo: I'm not that happy. I just had them come last week and they brought an extra guy because the pool was getting discolored. They said it had something to do with the chlorine feeder that went down. They fixed it, but when I was out there today, I saw some more staining.
Mr. Xavier: So, should we explore other vendors?
Mr. Pelaez: We can, the other one they are recommending; McGrath. So, what are we going to do with this for now? Do you want to hold off?
Mr. Vazquez: Is there any immediacy to this?
Ms. Duque: No. Those were items that we immediately approved, and you need to ratify. The one for $1,607 is for the compactors they proposed for the new motor.
Mr. Pelaez: Let's meet with them, get a quote and see what happens. By the next meeting, we will have an answer.
Ms. Duque: I need the Board to ratify the invoices from Miami Pool Tech for the services that were provided. Attached to this agenda are the invoices. Invoice #128065 is in the amount of $750.55 and Invoice #128066 is in the amount of $2,689.88. This was for the sand filters. We have pictures of the filters and the sun. That should have been done six months ago, if not sooner. Invoice #127325 is in the amount of $1,019.08, to replace the flow meter and install the new pool meter. The next invoice was $290.21 for a broken sand filter top that needed to be replaced. They did it for free because of all of the work we are doing. The last one is Invoice #123934  in the amount of $347.71. All  invoices total
$5,772.22. For the record, these are items that were presented to the Clubhouse Director in April and June. We made sure that everything was  up to date. A motion to ratify the
invoices is in order.
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Mr. Pelaez: You stated the one for the sand filters, the $2,600 one was due six months ago.
Ms. Duque: I think the first email was sent in April. Mr. Pelaez: They were already servicing the pool. Ms. Duque: Yes, but nothing was done.
Mr. Pelaez: Okay.
Ms. Duque: In the pictures, the day that I met with them, we inspected, and have the pictures for the record to back up the invoices, but they were in bad condition. The sign
needed to be replaced. They also replaced equipment at the kiddie pool.
Mr. Pelaez: Are we holding off on the estimate for $1,607? Ms. Duque: Correct.
Mr. Krittel: We had Empire Fire come out. There were a couple alarms showing a ground fault charge. The technician confirmed that duct sensors in the HVAC system were failing, because there is a lot of humidity. There was water and mold inside of the duct sensor. You can see that it's in bad shape and needs to be replaced. Before they did that, they had to service the HVAC system. It was leaking and there was condensation on another one of the HVAC systems. They replaced all of the filters and flushed out the condensation in the drains as well as the HVAC air handlers. An outside condensation unit with three-blade fans, had one missing. Since it only had two, the motor wasn't working. That was repaired and a new fan and motor were installed. By the end of the day, they got all of the machines running. I've been checking them. There are no leaks. The machines are running well. Now that the work is completed, we told Empire Fire to come back out and run the duct sensor.
Mr. Pelaez: I thought we had a warranty on our A/C equipment.
Mr. Krittel: I think Ortiz does some repairs and servicing, but I don't know if a service agreement is in place.
10
On MOTION by Mr. Xavier seconded by Mr. Lugo with all in favor the invoices from Miami Pool Tech, Inc. as  stated above were ratified.
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Ms. Duque: I don't know.  That was something Stephanie was working on. You requested that a long time ago in the service agreement with an NC maintenance company.
Mr. Lugo: So, we need someone to come out every month to check filters and drain
lines.
Mr. Krittel: I'm waiting to receive a quote from them, and I will get you a couple more. That way you have some options to  choose from. You definitely need a service provider to change out the filters, check the units and keep everything running smooth so we don't have unnecessary repairs and damage  to other systems. We will provide this information to you at the next meeting.
Ms. Duque: As  Nick mentioned,  Empire Fire will perform duct housing repairs for
$856. Remember, $50 is part of the tax, so the actual amount is $800. We want to make sure they remove the taxes and Nick will contact them so we can move forward with this project.
Mr. Krittel: They also changed the belt on one unit. That's why it's warm on one side for a couple of days. The coil was frozen. Regarding access control, there was an issue with the software. There are three things that the access control companies try to resolve. They are coming out on Thursday to repair it, so it works properly. There is also an issue with the software. They were having conductivity issues and said it was a router issue. They are going to be here on Thursday to resolve that. It showed an error message. Finally, the camera to take pictures of the actual control system is down so they are going to fix that as well.
Mr. Pelaez: As well as the front door reader. I didn't know if you saw that or not. Mr. Krittel: I will note it.
Mr. Pelaez: That's the only glass door that has a reader on it.
Mr. Krittel: There's an access control piece that they need to do something with to keep it operational. We talked about the basketball court, nets and backboards. For the Halloween event, we are working with a D.J. and received a quote from them. We are buying supplies.
Ms.  Duque:  Correct.  The  Board  authorized  Stephanie  to  start  working  on  the
Halloween event. We have the money in our budget. What needs to be mentioned is that the HOA and the ARC are taking over this amazing event. They got a couple of quotes and
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the one that I presented today to the Board, was from Paramount for Halloween decorations as well as working the event itself. The HOA agreed to pay half of that amount and the COD would pay the other half. The total amount is $4,266.18.
Mr. Pelaez: Minus the service fee.
Ms. Duque: Yes. That fee is part of the COD. We have a crew ready and we are working together with the HOA. They actually have pictures of the decorations and they are amazing. The party is going to be a big hit for the community.
Mr. Pelaez: It's going to be a big event.
Mr. Lugo: They approached me last month to help them out in creating a spooky house. Is that allowed? Can we have a haunted house? Are there any insurance issues or concerns?
Mr. Vazquez: I don't think so. I wouldn't have people with chainsaws. Mr. Xavier: I wouldn't build 2x4 rooms with black sheets.
Ms. Duque: No.
Mr. Lugo: They are not building 2x4 rooms. What they are going to do is at that entrance where the double door crosses over here, there's going to be a black drape that's going to separate the two areas. They are going to hang little things.
Mr. Krittel: There will be drapes and in here there will be some palettes to make a scene. There is an electric chair scene here.
Ms. Duque: If the Board wanted to, I can open the room and have some other decorations. They are doing a tremendous job. I think it's going to be very nice.
Mr. Lugo: It should be fun.
Mr. Pelaez: Thank them for stepping up and taking the lead on that. Mr. Krittel: That's all I have for the Club report.
Mr. Pelaez: I met with Art Solvers. Stephanie and I talked about the Wi-Fi. We walked the entire Club and they are going to put an access point and stick some wiring at the desk because it's a big mess. They have a network switch at the desk. They were going to provide a quote because the Wi-Fi is terrible. We talked about Wi-Fi for the outside.
Mr. Krittel: I need to check my emails.
Mr. Pelaez: Maybe they sent the quote, so please follow up with that. Mr. Krittel: I will. So, there is guest Wi-Fi?
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Mr. Pelaez: There is guest Wi-Fi through the entire facility. In here the signal is terrible. Outside by the pool, there's no signal. At the desk, there's wiring on the desk with a switch. We are going to clean it all up and put the wires in the closet. Because if you just touch one thing and something gets disconnected, that could be the problem with the access control. It could've gotten disconnected from the switch.
Ms. Duque: Are there any questions for Nick regarding the clubhouse? Hearing none, thank you so much, Nick. When do you believe Monica will start?
Mr. Krittel: The worst case, October 28th and the best case October 21st. The two
weeks'  notice may be offered today.  On Monday, we start orientation,  so that's why  I'm saying October 28th will be her first day.
D.
Field Manager - Monthly Report
Ms. Navarette: Good evening. It is good to see all of you again. This month, we had a couple of items. All services were provided per our contract. We had pest control to treat whitefly and 11 trees for aphids. We had the vendor apply fertilizer to all of our annuals. They are doing a very good job and I know that a few guys have noticed. We had trees taken down at of one of our parks. The Bismark palms were removed. All of the tree proposals that we approved last time were taken care of already. Another Bismark palm was removed from an easement. If you recall, it was on a pathway. Nick sent me the pictures yesterday. Then we have the other house that the Board approved to remove the extra materials.
Ms. Duque: A long time ago, the Board approved the removal of  landscaping planted on COD property. You might recall that the property is 11419 SW 23gth Street. As directed by the Board, I approached the resident by email, and we gave her two weeks to remove private property or private belongings. We also asked Nick, the Field Supervisor from BrightView, to contact the owners directly. The work was already completed, as you can see. I would like to go back and look into certain areas because new turf was installed this morning. I inspected it before we arrived at the clubhouse and I believe that there is some plant material still on COD property. Let me  check and then I will  make  sure  I address  that with the  BrightView  Supervisor,  if that's  the  case.  Okay?  This  is for  your
information.
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Ms. Navarette: We noticed a driveway was extended, but we checked with the HOA and they gave the owner permission to do that. So, we are just monitoring it to see if the homeowner is going to replace the turf.
Ms. Duque: For the record, keep in mind that the COD maintains the easement so when they remove turf to extend the driveway, they received approval from the ARC for their architectural modification. We want to make sure the property maintained  by the District is restored to its initial condition, which is pretty much that piece of grass between the sidewalk and the main road.
Ms. Navarette: We also had a couple of residents disposing their debris on COD property. We addressed that and called Code Enforcement and reported residents were disposing items on COD property. We also sent them a letter to let them know that they will charge them if we have to pay for removal.
Ms. Duque: What's important to mention to the Board today, is you might recall that we have gone through this process many, many times already, when the residents dispose their debris on COD property. So, we have been in contact with the HOA for many different situations. It could be the fact that we don't know who actually did it or we know who it is, and we tried to go back and forth between the HOA, COD and the homeowner. We are taking a more aggressive approach at this point because even though we communicated this to the residents, it seems that they continue to be doing it. So, if we see it and know who did it, we can document it. One specific case was work completed by the landscaping company and disposal by the property owner on COD property. The Supervisor from Brightview was onsite. They took pictures of everything, even the vehicle. In those specific cases, we approach Miami-Dade Code Compliance to report those issues as well as send letters to the residents, letting them know that practice needs to  stop. What's going to happen is we will remove it and charge the property owners. So, we want them to  be aware that's the approach we are taking now because it doesn't seem like they want to be responsible for their actions. We cannot be paying for those services.
Ms. Navarette: I have pictures of two accidents that happened on the property that damaged COD property. Part of curb has to be replaced, so, I'm working with Yadira and Nick to get this taken care of and received the invoice, so we can bill the proper person. Delta Five has the case number and the details  in their  report, so we will go back and
charge them for damage to COD property.
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Ms. Duque: What we also need to report on the field side is we started our tree trimming project, per our contract. I am presenting a map of the work that was completed during the past week. This week, they will continue to do tree trimming.  It's been difficult
because of the weather, but they are on top of it. The areas marked were highlighted. They are areas that BrightView already worked on and we inspected.
Ms. Navarette: On the lake report, we are changing lake maintenance companies. The new company is going to start on November 4. We were hoping for better service. Then we have the proposals that Juliana wanted to discuss further, for the new rotunda, a ficus hedge on 1121h Avenue, poinsettias and ligustrum in the rotunda.
Ms. Duque: The proposals that Andy is referring to are enhancements to the property. Once again, I would like to thank Edwin for driving with Dennis. They are doing a tremendous job. My concern is to be conservative with the budget. BrightView presented the following proposals; one to enhance the rotunda and remove Black Olives and Sylvestris palms in the amount of $7,494.76, one to fill in a ficus hedge on 1121h Avenue in the amount of $821.99,  one to install poinsettias at the main entrance  in the amount of
$3,210.97 and the last one to install one ligustrum on the main rotunda at 2381h Street. This is because we are missing one. There are four corners and only three ligustrums, so, we are trying to keep it the same. That is in the amount of $927.72. Edwin mentioned spending $3,210 for poinsettias at the main entrance was a lot of money. We have our agreement to do the rotation of the annuals. We are just going to install impatiens in those area. During the holiday season, it's going to be white and red. In some other areas they picked different colors to make it a little brighter. So, I do not recommend moving forward with those projects because of the amount. Once again, we are trying to see the main projects that we need to tackle first, such as the work at the main rotunda on SW 2381h Street, to install missing ligustrum for $927.72. I believe what this price and what they are charging for the installation is fair. That is the only proposal I recommend, because you already enhanced that rotunda. I think we can hold off on the other proposals for now and do those projects when we have a better understanding of our projects, whatever comes first.
Mr. Pelaez: You don't want to overwhelm BrightView while they are doing the tree trimming. They have a lot going on.
Ms. Duque: They are not going to be overwhelmed because you are paying them.
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Mr. Pelaez: That might be, but then they lack performing other services. Mr. Lugo: They won't say no because they are getting paid.
Ms. Duque: The crew that does that installation is a different one. Apparently, that is what they told the District.
Mr. Lugo: When I was driving with Dennis, he said, "I just want to remove those four Black Oliver and put in four Sylvestris palms," but I didn't think it was going to cost almost
$8,000.
Ms. Duque: Once again, I think Dennis has an amazing understanding  when  it comes to landscaping, with his knowledge and his experience. You can't beat that. So, it is always good to hear his options and point of view, because they  are  invaluable.  My concern  once  again  is  the  money  and  the  budget,  so  that  is  why  I want  us  to  be
conservative. Let me know what you would like me to do.
Ms. Duque: Thank you so much. Is there anything else to report? Ms. Navarette: I have nothing else to report.
Mr. Lugo: Can we take action to remove the four Black Olives and the root ball? It's only $558. See what Dennis thinks about that and if we can get away with it. Get a quote.
Ms. Duque: Just to remove them?
Mr. Lugo: Yes. What's happening is the Black Olives are crowding the beautiful rotunda and you don't see the beauty of the palms. Black Olives eventually kill the grass. They offer a lot of shade, but nobody is in there for the shade, so when you are approaching the clubhouse, you see the rotunda and these gorgeous majestic palms.
Ms. Duque: The motion would be to remove four Black Olives and discard the root ball in the amount of $558. I don't know how much equipment rentals are, so let me work with Brightview first.
Mr. Vazquez: Do you want us to approve a not-to-exceed? Ms. Duque: Correct.
Mr. Vazquez: That's a good point.
16
On MOTION by Mr. Vazquez seconded by Mr. Xavier with all in favor the proposal from BrightView to install a missing ligustrum at the main rotunda on SW 2381h Street in the amount of $927.72 was approved.
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Mr. Lugo: Everyone is looking at me. Approve a not-to-exceed of $1,000.
	COD Manager
	Guest Parking Spaces Discussion

Ms. Duque: We received an email from a resident who was present during our meeting. It's in reference to the guest parking spaces. I will let Mauricio jump in because I know they have an HOA meeting and they discussed this item.
Mr. Pelaez: She was struggling with parking. They prepare a map with all COD areas, suggesting that we should turn it into parking lots. We had a lengthy discussion on it. I think she's good right now. We made a temporary guest pass for people who have guests over for the weekend, basically emergency passes. Things are quiet. I don't think we need to make an investment in turning our green areas into parking lots.
Ms. Duque: We don't need to change any rules or regulations, so there is nothing for the COD to do. These are just some options that the HOA under that agreement is implementing to make sure those guest parking spaces are offered, not only to the guests, but also to the community.
Mr. Pelaez: Correct.
Mr. Lugo: I appreciate that the resident took this much time doing this. I wish more residents would come prepared like this with their ideas, but I think on the HOA side, there is a temporary and possibly a long-term fix.
Ms. Duque: Okay. Thank you so much. Thank you, Mauricio on behalf of the COD
to the HOA, to make sure this was addressed during that meeting. We appreciate that.
2)
Ratification
of	Invoice	and	Change	Order	from	Driveway
Maintenance Inc. for Parking Lot Striping
Ms. Duque: We finalized the striping of the guest parking spaces. The areas look very nice. It was a little challenging because even though we communicated to the residents through the HOA and placed caution tape, residents didn't move their vehicles.
Taking into consideration that took place, we have to actually get some barricades, cones
17
On MOTION by Mr. Lugo seconded by Mr. Pelaez with all in favor the proposal from BrightView to remove four Black Olives and discard the root ball at the main rotunda on SW 2381h Street in an amount not-to-exceed $1,000.00 was approved.
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and install five car stops, because some were missing. So, there are a couple of items through this process, that we found. That was an additional $995, which was a cost to the District. The striping of $3,744, which was authorized by the Board and Change Order #1, which was $995, brought the total to $4,739. At the time, the Board approved a not-to exceed amount of $5,000 when we were going back and forth with the approvals. Nevertheless, the work was completed. By the way, the company did a really good job. We were very happy to work with this specific company. We mentioned that during our last meeting. So, I need a motion to ratify.
Mr. Lugo: May I ask a quick question? Ms. Duque: Yes.
Mr. Lugo: Do we know which vehicles caused the issues? We are incurring an additional $995.
Ms. Duque: It is not only for those extra vehicles. As you can see, we have to install five additional car stops. There were other needs that we found when those vehicles were removed.
Mr. Lugo: Okay.
Ms. Duque: When we did our first inspections we didn't notice, because the vehicle was on top of it, so now we have to replace that car stop. That was included on the change order. There was also the ADA symbol. We put the loading zone here at the clubhouse. We have enough handicapped parking spaces at the clubhouse per the plans, but one handicap spot with no sign at the entrance of the clubhouse blocked the HOA from getting their golf cart outside. Sometimes they park their golf carts, but if a vehicle was parked there, they would have to go inside the pool and find the owner of the vehicle so they could move it. So, we actually eliminate that area and we include a loading zone. There are a couple of changes on that change order, so it's not only the cones. It was more than that.
Mr. Pelaez: I can appreciate that.  It took them awhile to do it because they would
come to work and there were spots that were taken. So, the project took them a lot longer to complete, and required multiple trips. That's reasonable for what they did.
18
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Ms. Duque: Are there any other questions?
Mr. Lugo: Are the violation stickers we use for parking enforcement, the easy peel
ones?
Mr. Xavier: I can tell you from experience they are not easy peel ones.
SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Financials Reports
A.
B.
Ms.
Approval of Check Register
Balance Sheet and Income Statement
Duque: Tab A  is the  Check  Register  and Tab  B is the  Balance Sheet  and
Income Statement.	Unless anyone has any questions, a motion to approve would be in order.
Mr. Lugo: Are we all done with FEMA?
Ms. Duque: FEMA is contacting me now because we are closing those small projects. It's a little confusing because they are talking about an older payment, but it seems to be an internal payment between FEMA and the Federal Fund. It's complicated.
Mr. Lugo: I thought they owed us more money. I know they didn't overpay us.
Ms. Duque: It's difficult to interpret what they are repairing, but my last conversation with them was actually something that was taking place between FEMA and the Federal Fund. They are asking us to close all of those small open projects and I'm doing that. I will let you know if we have any outcomes.
Mr. Xavier: Something stands out on Page 4. Why did we spend $2,794 on trash bags? Are those for the doggy stations?
Ms. Duque: We have doggy stations and you will see this amount every six months. During the summertime, those doggy stations are used all the time, so we have to replace the bags frequently; however, through the rest of the year, we don't have to refill them as often. This is the big purchase we do during the summertime. We  have a record in our
office of the number of bags. Every time we give it to the landscape company, the porter
19
On MOTION by Mr. Xavier seconded by Mr. Vazquez with all in favor the invoice from Driveway Maintenance Inc. for striping in the amount of $3,744 and Change Order #1 in the amount of $995 were ratified.
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service installs the bags. We keep a record of it. We keep them in our office and have the record with the landscape company.
Mr. Lugo: It looked like we spent a lot of money for trash bags.
Ms. Duque: It is because generally we purchase the bags in cases. So, there would be 10 cases of fido bags. We also purchased 40-gallon bags for the big trash cans and the 30-gallon bags for the small container under the fido bags. Everything is purchased by the COD and installed by porter services.
Mr. Pelaez: Regarding the basketballs that Nick is going to purchase, did he purchase it from petty cash?
Ms. Duque: Correct. The way that it's being done is Stephanie has petty cash and she reports that petty cash back to us with the invoices, so it could be considered by the Board of Supervisors. The last petty cash we received was under Stephanie's name. Nicholas gave it back to me. I don't know if you already have the petty cash, Nick, so I will follow up. Mike gave it to me on Tuesday and Wednesday of last week, and then I sent it to my accounting department.
Mr. Pelaez: Is that a good way for you to do it or would you prefer that it be charged on an HOA card?
Ms. Duque: We need to have the backup.
Mr. Pelaez: If a new person comes in and needs to purchase it, I don't know how she is going to feel about putting it on her card. Ijust want to make sure.
Ms. Duque: I don't have any issues if you would like to do it through the HOA. Mr. Pelaez: Do it whatever way you think is best.
Mr. Vazquez: It's a way of getting around the Statute where you don't necessarily have a credit card for the HOA or a debit card.
Mr. Pelaez: That's something to consider.
Ms. Duque: If the Board authorizes me, I can talk to Mauricio and maybe approach
the HOA to see what's the best option. We will provide that information back to the Board.
20
On MOTION by Mr. Xavier seconded by Mr. Lugo with all in favor the September 1, 2019 through September 30, 2019 Check Register, Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.
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Mr. Pelaez: Whatever is best. I know at the beginning, it was quite a bit of money and some people may have bills or maybe they exceeded their credit card limit. I just want to be considerate. So, the option is there, and you guys can work together on it.
Mr. Lugo: If there's ever a big ticket item, I don't mind helping. I don't know if I'm able to purchase anything as I'm on the HOA Board.
Ms. Duque: I never get involved because we have a management company. Let's figure out the best option. When it comes to the COD, we don't have any issue, because once again, we have backup information and I request backup information for everything. So, since it's not an issue, we will get together with Nick. Mauricio will figure out the HOA's best option for the COD to reimburse the HOA That's not a problem. Okay?
Mr. Pelaez: Perfect.
EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Supervisors
Requests
and
Audience Comments
Ms.  Duque:  Are  there  any  Supervisors  requests?  Hearing  none,  are  there  any
audience comments? For the record, no audience is present.
Mr. Pelaez: I would  like to thank  Nick for stepping  up. I was  here yesterday
almost 7:00 p.m. and he was still here. Thank you.
until
NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Adjournment
(
I Vice Chairman
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On MOTION by Mr. Vazquez seconded by Mr. Lugo with all in favor the meeting was adjourned.



